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MILITARY BUILDING RENEWAL AFTER ITALIAN NATIONAL UNIFICATION 

In the years that followed the national unification, a new defensive work system, and a large number of new 
buildings, to house and train troops and horses (barracks, stables, gyms and riding schools), became necessary 
as well as buildings used to produce and store weapons and equipment (arsenals and warehouses). To give a 
general standard to building quality and to gain the most from the general resources, military Engineer corps 
used their best technicians to draw up a series of type-projects to be used as a reference for these new build-
ings (Castellazzi 1863a, Castellazzi 1863b, Castellazzi 1863c). 
Simultaneously the State planned a canonical study career for Engineer Corps officers, to ensure a compara-
ble and adequate training for the technical and scientific evolutions that were taking place in the building 
field; the designer’s study of technical skills took place at the Reale Accademia Militare and at the Scuola di 
Applicazione di Artiglieria e Genio (SAAG), combining competence in the discipline of fortification and mili-
tary and civil architecture, under the teacher’s guidance – officials of the Engineer Corps themselves – whose 
notoriety and cultural influence often extended to the civil field (Manzi et al. 1939). In the following decades, 
some Engineer corps officers made further typological studies on barracks, elaborating – on the basis of the 
building hygiene theories evolution – different standard projects to be a guide to the building of single works 
(Marieni 1902). The construction of new military buildings continued with variable intensity in relation to the 
fluctuation of political tendencies and state finance, up until the beginning of the fascist regime, when the 
military policy made a new significant increase in production necessary. 

MORPHOLOGY OF THE MILITARY QUARTERS AND BUILDINGS 

Military barracks organization 

The organization of the buildings in the barracks followed schemes codified in the military manuals, based on 
consolidated experiences, functional, hygienic and sanitary needs. Therefore barracks are referable to a few 
typologies that are in slow but continual evolution: 
- courtyard barracks are made up of a single building developed around one or more courts; 
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- linear barracks are composed of a main building in an elongated rectangular shape – containing the func-

tions of the command and the soldiers’ housing – and, if needed, other buildings; 
- pavilion barracks are made up of many detached buildings of different types and functions, among which 

the main ones are placed around a large quadrilateral square. 
Along with the headquarters and barracks housing, other constructions are often present, such as stables, 
laboratories, kitchens, riding schools, warehouses for carts and large armaments, canopies, gymnasia, in rela-
tion to the entity and the type of military body headquartered (cavalry, artillery, infantry, engineer corps). 

Building conformation 

Typological and dimensional criteria were adopted to make prototype projects for each kind of building (Cas-
tellazzi 1863a, Castellazzi 1863b, Castellazzi 1863c, Marieni 1902, Bianchi 1916), in line with structural models 
characteristic of the construction techniques of the age. 
Headquarter pavilions are usually rectangular plan buildings with internal transversal and longitudinal load 
bearing walls, with a central distribution system for medium size rooms along the longitudinal façades. This solu-
tion is very similar to the one usually employed for civil housings and office buildings. However partial modifica-
tions on the planimetric scheme were needed to realize a large conference room and a space for meetings. 
Constructions intended for the lodging of troops or horses (barracks housing and stables), were defined by 
large rooms replicated numerous times, whose dimensions were determined by hygiene, function (the depth 
of the building dimensioned in relation to the illumination and ventilation of the rooms and to the maximum 
number of people or animals for the place) and construction (depending on adequate span for intermediate 
floors and roof structures). 
Almost always soldiers’ housings were made of many large elongated rectangular dormitories, perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the building; in them, the beds were arranged in two rows, perpendicular to the 
longer sides of the dormitory, with a middle passage, defining a 6 m wide room. Barrack rooms were repeated 
and joined together by staircases, orderly rooms and hygienic services to form quite a large building (two to 
four storeys, with a length often superior to 100 m, a depth of 16-18 m, and a ceiling height of about 5 m). 
The load bearing structure of the barracks housing is thus made of longitudinal walls along the main facades 
and transversal walls arranged at regular interaxis. 
 

 
Figure 1: Axonometric longitudinal section of a barrack housing; (Marrullier 1910) 

 
Analogously to the dormitories, stables are defined by two rows for horses with an intermediary passage, laid 
out parallel to the transversal walls of the structure, determining a depth of the room always superior to 9 m. 
Until the 1880s, stables were often placed on the ground floor of barrack housings; the difference in the depth 
of the rooms required specific constructional solutions. In 1863 colonel Giovanni Castellazzi proposed a long 
used solution, i.e. the scattering of the rooms, placing a row of columns in the stable on the separation line be-
tween posts and the aisle, to support the dividing walls of the upper dormitories. 
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, hygiene reasons prohibited the lodging of men and quadrupeds 
in the same building; therefore stables were constructed on one floor only. On the ground floor of soldiers’ 
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quarters were then realized rooms for education, gathering and storage were then realized, reserving the up-
per storeys for the dormitories (fig. 1). 
Also complementary buildings, particularly the riding schools and the warehouses were built in compliance to 
constructional standardization. 
Riding schools required one hall of large dimensions (until 1916, from 18 m x 38 m to 21 m x 52.5 m, see Castel-
lazzi 1863c; subsequently 26 m x 60 m, see Bianchi 1916); the warehouses for war materials were organised as a 
basilican building on one or three naves, with a depth of about 18-20 m and a length often superior to 100 m. 
The buildings were always constituted by the reiteration of modules of 18-26 m (depth of the body structure) by 
3-5 m; this last dimension is the distance between each masonry pillar, laid out in correspondence to the main 
structures of the roof, between which walls with large openings for ventilation and lighting were placed. 
Architectural composition, style and choice of materials highlighted the characteristic of military sobriety, 
stressed the need for durability of the constructive elements at the time, and favoured technical and eco-
nomic issues against purely aesthetic research. 

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Evolution of construction techniques in Italy 

In the analysed period as a result of the industrial revolution and scientific discoveries, while cheap urban 
buildings and most of the rural constructions lingered in a field of general technical backwardness, military 
and most evolved civil constructions followed a gradual but radical evolution process, i.e. a progressive re-
placement of traditional building techniques and materials – masonry supporting walls, vault or timber floors, 
timber roofs – with new materials and techniques – cast iron for pillars, steel and reinforced concrete, initially 
only for floor and roofs, then for frame elevation structures. 
In accordance with technological evolution there was a progressive shift from projects based on empiricism 
and the well-established ‘rules of art’, to scientific analysis of structures, which had become essential due to 
the lack of experience in the use of the new materials and which were also utilized to optimize the use of tradi-
tional materials. 
In Italy during the period 1860-1890 the high quality and low-cost of building craftsmanship, together with the 
high price of metals, the new materials were used mainly for single constructive elements, mixing them with 
traditional elements to make the best of their respective particular features. For this reason we have cast iron 
columns supporting arches made of brick, steel I-beams and brick vaults, trusses made of wood and steel. In 
this period in Italy steel trusses were affordable only for a span bigger than 30 m and therefore they were not 
employed in military buildings, but only in bridges, railway stations, or covered walkways. 
Only since the 1890s have steel trusses become affordable for spans of about 20 m and used in the roofs of rid-
ing schools or big warehouses. 
The use of reinforced concrete was particularly ahead of its time, relative to the Italian context, thanks to the 
research and experimentation of some engineering officials (see in particular Caveglia 1900 and Marrullier 
1910) who foresaw the capability of applying this constructive technique to buildings, elaborated patents and 
theories, and promoted the use of this material with publications which were also well known in civilian circles. 

Influence of technical literature 

In this period of great evolution, both civil and military technical manuals and journals spread and carried out 
the diffusion of new techniques and materials. In the same period a progressive cultural divide happened be-
tween engineers and architects due to the increasing role of mathematical instruments in structural design. As 
a result the first produced handbooks where practical formulae and tables prevailed, while the latter pub-
lished manuals rich in illustrations but lacking in scientific media. 
Papers published in the military press and manuals for the SAAG showed planning examples – already devel-
oped both in constructive detail and in static analysis – which proposed more suitable technical solutions for 
each type of building in relation to the spans and loads, and suggested the admissible variations when the lo-
cal conditions (the type of soil, cost of materials, suitability of the workforce) made the standard solution un-
suitable or impossible. As seen for the morphology, the construction techniques of the barracks were also 
standardized. Since the 1880s charts, graphs and nomograms have also been developed and published in or-
der to decrease the time required for structural calculations (e.g. Pirro 1897, De Angelis; Pirro 1899, Levi 1903, 
Levi 1904). 

Foundations 

Shallow foundations are the most common, i.e. building the walls directly on the ground, widening the support 
area to reduce the stress on the foundation soil. Only since the 1900s has reinforced concrete started to be 
used for slabs cast below the whole building or just below the supporting walls (Caveglia 1906, Gini 1907, Mar-
rullier 1910). Since the bearing structures consisted of walls interposed between pillars, in warehouses and rid-
ing schools, pillar foundations with arches supporting the walls were usually employed; this technical solution 
was also used for other buildings, when the resistant ground was at a depth of 5-7 m; after the spreading of re-
inforced concrete structures these arches were sometimes substituted with beams. Posts, both wooden and in 
reinforced concrete, were rarely used. 
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Figure 2: Shallow foundations in hydraulic lime concrete (top left, Marrullier 1910), thin slab foundation in rein-

forced cement concrete (bottom left, Marrullier 1910) and foundation with arches and                                        
pillars reaching the solid soil (right, Gabba, 1870) 

Vertical bearing structures 

The bearing walls were usually made of bricks or irregular stones and courses of bricks (muratura listata), 
squared stone elements were used to strengthen the masonry at points of major stress (bases and capitals of 
pillars, columns, lintels of windows). Walls were often left without plastering to obtain both a craftsmanlike ma-
sonry and a high aesthetic quality. The dimensions of the walls were usually defined using Rondelet’s or Brey-
mann’s empirical proportion rules, along with stress checks on the base of the walls and pillars, initially made 
only on the points considered most critical, then on the whole building. 
Reinforced concrete frame structures were used till the 1910s only for buildings with a large span or heavy 
weight (stables, riding schools, warehouses), subsequently they were also used for the internal structures of the 
barracks, while the perimeter walls were still made of masonry. 

Floors 

Till about 1875 the floors were made predominantly by using vaults on the lower storeys, and wooden floors in 
the attic, to avoid thrusts on the masonry. Afterwards, initially only in the attic (1875-90), then also on interme-
diate floors (1890-1900) steel I-beams were introduced, coupled with small brick vaults. From 1900 onwards – 
thanks to their cheapness, strength and durability – reinforced concrete floors were progressively used in many 
variants: uniform thickness slabs, ribbed slabs (fig. 3), pre-cast slabs supported by pre-cast beams, pre-cast hol-
low beams placed side-by-side. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Reinforced concrete ribbed slab floor for a barrack housing axonometric section (left)                              

and constructive detail of the beam (right, Marrullier 1910) 

Stairs 

Till about the 1890s stairs were realized only with rampant vaults excluding the use of timber stairs and of canti-
lever steps due to the high strength needed to bear the passage of the soldiers. Subsequently sometimes steel 
I-beams were also used and from the 1900s stairs were made predominantly with reinforced concrete. 
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Roofs 

The variety of technical choice in the roof structures was very copious, due to the great variability of the span. 
In the soldiers’ quarters and the stables roofs were supported by transversal gable form walls (figs. 1 and 4). The 
roof structure was almost always wooden, predominantly with purlines (beams parallel to the ridge line) and 
perpendicular joists (“alla lombarda” roof); in the stables the major span required the reinforcing of timber 
purlines with series of corbels or, more often, pendant posts (fig. 5). Occasionally a different type of structure 
(fig. 4) was used with one or three main reinforced purlines supporting one to three rafters (beams perpendicu-
lar to the ridge line) for each slope and joists parallel to the purlines (“alla piemontese” roof). From the end of 
the 1880s, the use of steel purlines was common in the stables (with I or sometimes reticular beams) and from 
the early 1900s, reinforced concrete purlines were also used; both the steel and the reinforced concrete purli-
nes were usually associated with timber joists (fig. 5). 
In the headquarters the roof structure was often similar to the barracks housings’, but the presence of longitu-
dinal internal supporting walls allowed for more complex alternative systems. 
Having no in-between walls, the warehouses and riding schools required the use of trusses. Until around 1890, 
spaces inferior to 18-20 m were constructed entirely from timber (fig. 6), and for those of greater dimensions a 
mixed structure was used, like the Polonceau truss (Fink) that used wood for the principal rafter, wrought iron or 
steel for the tie-beams and cast iron for the struts (fig. 7). 
 
 

 
Figure 4: “Alla lombarda” roof of a stable with purlines reinforced with struts (left, Marrullier 1910) and           

“alla piemontese” roof with three main purlines and a rafter for each slope (right, Caveglia 1878) 
 

 
Figure 5: Timber purlines reinforced with corbels (top left) or pendant posts (bottom left, Crepas 1922),           

steel (middle) and reinforced concrete (right, Marrullier 1910) purlines supporting timber joists 
 

Subsequently, mixed wooden-steel structures were widely used, also for smaller spans replacing the timber tie-
beam with a metallic rod-beam (fig. 6); metallic structures on the whole began to be used for bigger span 
spaces (fig. 7) and from 1916 on they became necessary for the riding schools, designed following the new 
dimensional standards (26 m span, see Bianchi 1916). Finally, in the 1930s, many reticular structures were made 
in reinforced concrete. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Trusses utilized for spans of up to about 13 m: entirely wooden (left, Sachero 1864),                              

wooden with metallic tie-beam (middle) and entirely metallic (right, Marrullier 1910) 
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Figure 7: Trusses utilized for spans of 20-26 m as in the riding schools; wooden “capriata palladiana” (top, 
Caveglia 1878); Polonceau truss with timber struts, cast iron pendant posts and wrought iron tie-beams                  

(middle, Caveglia 1878); steel truss sustaining timber joists (bottom, Marrullier 1910) 

EVOLUTION OF THE METHODS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRUSSES 

The study of the procedures, used by the military Engineers over the course of time to design roof structures 
became paradigmatic of the general structural analysis evolution methods. 
Until the mid nineteenth century there was no kind of structural check system for the wooden trusses, whereas 
there was a solid empiric rule. In the second half of the nineteenth century the cultural ferment for structural 
theories spread among the officers of the Italian military Engineers, too. 
With the diffusion of mixed and metallic structures, the lack of a long lasting tradition and the variety of solu-
tions, connected with the necessity of reducing the use of expensive materials, made the use of structural 
analysis methods and of stress tests necessary. 
In 1864 colonel Celestino Sachero director of the SAAG published his memoir entitled Studii sulla stabilità delle 
armature dei tetti, in the Giornale del Genio Militare, illustrating original methods for the analysis and design of 
a great variety of trusses – both wooden, mixed and metallic – used for various spans. In this essay Sachero 
applied and extended Jacques Antoine Charles Bresse’s method to several applications. The fundamental 
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hypothesis is to consider struts supported by pendant posts and tie beams supported by stirrups linked to king 
posts as continuous elastic beams on stiff supports and consequently calculate bending moment and sub-
division of the loads on joints. Finally axial actions in the beams are computed analytically dicataing the equi-
librium of joints. This study was momentous, for it spread the use of scientific analysis to traditional timber trusses 
defining a just balance between safety and cost effectiveness. 
Since the mid 1870s captain Crescentino Caveglia introduced the graphical statics analysis methods to the 
SAAG (Caveglia 1876) in the same years as Giovanni Curioni started teaching them at the school for civil en-
gineers in Turin. Graphical statics was a recently born discipline (Karl Culmann published Die graphische Statik 
in 1866, and Luigi Cremona Le figure reciproche nella statica grafica in 1872) whose application involved 
some changes in the design of trusses: concentrating the loads on the joints, in the metal structure field it was 
possible to assimilate trusses to statically determinate reticular systems. For the wooden and mixed trusses, 
since it was almost impossible to concentrate loads on the joints, they continued to use Sachero’s method to 
divide the distributed loads on the joints; these were supported by graphical methods (Cremona diagram) to 
verify the equilibrium of the whole structure. 
In 1891 captain Angelo Chiarle, a teacher at the SAAG, published Le nuove formole per il calcolo esatto delle 
armature dedotte dalla teoria matematica dell’elasticità, a work that – just as Sachero had done with the 
method of Bresse – applied Castigliano’s analysis to some of the more diffused roof trusses (between 1873 and 
1879 Castigliano demonstrated the principle of least work by general Menabrea -1857- and he gave a practi-
cal applicability to the study of different kinds of statically indeterminate structures). 
Together with the critical application of these new calculation methods since 1890 there has been much work 
on elaboration of charts and nomograms for the quick computation of simple elements or of the more dif-
fused structures (e.g. Pirro 1897, De Angelis; Pirro 1899). 
However, in 1914, in his study Sulle travature nei fabbricati militari (De Martino 1914) – a work of comparative 
analysis of the brackets or pendant posts systems for the reinforcements of purlines – lieutenant colonel Achille 
De Martino complained that there was still a widespread neglect of the theory of elasticity in these new aid 
charts, as well as in common practice, both in the simpler cases, where the minor importance of the work 
didn’t give the designer the option to commit himself, and in the more complex ones, where the large num-
bers of unknown quantities made the correct methods too difficult to be applied. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of historical methods of construction and of structural analysis has great importance because it sup-
plies the discipline of architectural preservation with references to techniques no longer in use and to the cul-
ture that produced elements of great interest, and also shows technical innovations from early experiments to 
well-established solutions. 
This kind of study gains particular importance in the field of Italian military construction because, since national 
unification, the government promoted a process of consistent technical training of military engineers that 
raised military engineer corps to a higher and homogeneous quality. They designed barracks and other mili-
tary buildings on the base of well-defined models or established rules, outlining for the barracks a kind of serial-
ity, meant as a standardisation of building typology, construction techniques and the methods of structural 
planning. This makes it possible to approach the theme of re-use through a methodological, meta-project ap-
proach, capable of transcending the specificity of each individual barracks structure (without neglecting the 
particular characteristics of each), extending the significance of the analysis and the planning proposals 
across a vast number of military quarters. 
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